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Abstract: USCaleidoscope was an annual all-university open house begun in 1969 and consisted of tours, demonstrations, exhibits, lectures, performances, luncheons, and award ceremonies throughout USC's schools and including both the University Park campus as well as the Medical School. An annual event that took place in the Spring, the ambitious program ceased before the 1978 season due to budget constraints. This one-box collection of records is comprised of campus memos, flyers, press announcements, programs, and clippings representing the nine years in which USCaleidoscope was celebrated. (The files begin with 1971; there are none for the first two years of the event).
Storage Unit: 1
Historical note
USCaleidoscope was an annual all-university open house begun in 1969 and consisted of tours, demonstrations, exhibits, lectures, performances, luncheons, and award ceremonies throughout USC's schools and including both the University Park campus as well as the Medical School. An annual event that took place in the Spring, the ambitious program ceased before the 1978 season due to budget constraints.
Scope and Contents
The USCaleidoscope records consist of campus memos, flyers, press announcements, programs, and clippings representing the nine years in which USCaleidoscope was celebrated.
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